Relational versus Plural Concepts:
The Role of the Left Angular Gyrus
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MEG RESULTS (left AG)

The role of the left angular gyrus in language processing has been controversial.
One strand of research suggests that it is sensitive to the relationality of words [4,5], i.e.,
whether they can introduce multiple linguistic arguments, while another implicates it in the
processing of quantity, and, in particular, plurality [2,3]. If a single function can unify these
domains, it would have to be very general. If relational concepts activate the objects (or
variables thereof) that stand in the relation, then they should activate pluralities of possible
arguments, suggesting that relationality effects could be driven by plurality. Are relationality
effects reducible to quantity? To address this, we presented relational and non-relational
nouns in singular and plural forms during an MEG measurement, along with a set of
morphological controls.

2 x 2 x 3 ANOVA : Relationality x Category interaction at 190-315 ms

MATERIALS & METHODS
We binned nouns based on three tests for relationality [5]. To
Forced Binary Choice
test the contribution of plurality, nouns were suffixed with -s. To
Comprehension Task:
ensure than any plurality effect is not an effect of morphological
complexity, we randomly selected [1] intransitive and transitive
verbs, and presented them with present tense -s-suffixes, which n=27
are not predicted to encode plurality. In case the habitual
interpretations associated with the English present tense count
as “plural,” yet another control was included (-ed-suffixed verbs).
Noun-Dominant

Verb-Dominant

N-V Ambiguous

-s
-s
Bare
Bare
Bare
marked
marked
mother mothers adopt adopts
taunt
Rel
ladies
erupt erupts
bubble
Non-Rel lady

-ed
marked
taunted
bubbled

 Within nouns, we replicate Williams et al. (2017) and find no evidence that left AG relationality effects
are related to effects of plurality.

MEG RESULTS (left ATL)

MEG RESULTS (frontal)

2 x 2 x 3 ANOVA: Morphology x Category interaction at 260-450 ms

2 x 2 x 3 ANOVA: Main effect of Morphology at 240-340 ms

Area included in the search for significant spatio-temporal
clusters: left AG (BA 39) and contiguous regions (BA 40, 7, 19),
as in [5]. Search time window: 100-600 ms post-target onset.
Additional post hoc tests for plurality and morphological marking
were performed in (i) the whole left hemisphere, and (ii) the left
frontal lobe, which plays a role in linguistic processing.

BEHAVIORAL RESULTS
Accuracy: 92% (min: 72%, max: 96%, by subject).

mother, lady > mothers, ladies

No other
main effects,
interactions

No other
main effects,
interactions

Reaction time: 1.4 s (min: 1 s, max: 1.9 s).
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CONCLUSION
• AG effects of relationality do not seem reducible to plurality effects
• Effects of morphology and plurality in left ATL and frontal sources
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Relationality effects don’t replicate in V, N-V; contra [4, 5]; plural marking
effects were not uncovered in the left AG [3]; perhaps due to task.

